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Turbulent ﬂow on a planar moving belt
and a rotating disk: modelling and comparisons
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(Received 8 September 2006 and in revised form 11 May 2007)
Modelling of the fully turbulent ﬂow produced on a moving belt and of that induced
on a rotating disk is described, for each of which a more analytical approach is
adopted than previously seen. The analysis for the two-dimensional moving belt
indicates novel structures and these are found to carry over directly to the rotating
disk ﬂow which, ignoring the transitional regime, is three-componential but two-
dimensional due to axisymmetry. This is based on addressing the Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes equations together with an eddy viscosity model, with the ﬂow structure
being analysed for high Reynolds numbers. A classical (von K´ arm´ an) constant within
the model plays an important and surprising role, indicating that each of the belt
and the disk ﬂows has quite a massive thickness. Comparisons made with previous
work show varying degrees of agreement. The approach, including the new prediction
of massive thicknesses independent of the Reynolds number, is expected to extend to
ﬂows induced by rotary blades, by related rotary devices and by other conﬁgurations
of industrial interest.
1. Introduction
Rotating disk ﬂow is our main concern here. The ﬂow induced by a rotating disk is
fundamental in theoretical terms for the laminar, transitional and turbulent regimes.
The laminar state with its predicted axisymmetric ﬂow pattern has been studied by
von Karman (1921) and subsequently by many other authors: a clear overview is given
by Zandbergen & Dijkstra (1987). It yields an exact solution of the Navier–Stokes
equations and yet has some features which are quite representative of a full three-
dimensional boundary layer, including crossﬂow eﬀects in particular. Instability and
transition from the laminar state are addressed by Gregory, Stuart & Walker (1955)
and more recently Lingwood (1995, 1996), Davies & Carpenter (2003) and Davies,
Thomas & Carpenter (2007) from various diﬀerent and interesting perspectives. The
fully turbulent state which is our central concern has been the subject of a signiﬁcant
range and variety of investigations, including Cooper (1971), Erian & Tong (1971),
Launder & Sharma (1974), Cebeci & Abbott (1975), Littell & Eaton (1994) and Wu
& Squires (2000). Further background references of note here include Prandtl (1952),
Clauser (1956), and Schlichting (1960).
The theoretical rotating disk ﬂow is also an attractive one concerning practical
applications because it forms a convenient starting point for the context of complete
rotor blade ﬂow prediction by means of the cut-disk model. The completeness
here refers to the capability of accommodating the entire spatially periodic motion
produced by a rotary blade system rather than just the motion past an isolated blade.
This aspect has enhanced interest in the area. The laminar regime for the cut disk
is examined analytically and numerically in Smith & Timoshin (1996a), which shows256 J. M. McDarby and F. T. Smith
the presence of a wide range of three-dimensional boundary layers with complicated
crossﬂows and then leads on to the works of Smith & Timoshin (1996b), Bowles &
Smith (2000a, b) and more recently Jones & Smith (2003) and Purvis & Smith (2004)
including eﬀects due to the proximity of the ground. Direct numerical solutions as
described in Bhattacharrya & Smith (1996) tend to support the theoretical predictions.
The turbulent ﬂow regime in this context has attracted little if any attention however.
An approach similar to that used by Neish & Smith (1988) for the ﬂow past a ﬂat
plate is found to be inappropriate for the ﬂow past a rotating disk. In consequence,
the turbulent ﬂow past a ﬂat plate with a moving surface is considered ﬁrst. This is a
simpler problem yet shares many of the key characteristics of the rotating disk ﬂow
and is therefore a useful starting point. As with the rotating disk, the ﬂow over a
planar moving surface has been the subject of a signiﬁcant amount of research. Of
this existing work, several studies warrant particular mention, most notably Sakiadis
(1961a,b), Afzal (1996) and Tsou, Sparrow & Goldstein (1967). In particular the
approach adopted by Afzal, speciﬁcally the use of an eddy viscosity model to analyse
the turbulent boundary layer, is similar to the strategy used here although it should
be noted that key diﬀerences emerge between our work and that of Afzal.
In this paper we present a novel structure for, along with analytical and numerical
solutions to, the fully turbulent ﬂows on a planar moving belt and a rotating disk, with
results given for the components of the induced velocity, the displacement thickness
and the skin friction. In §2 the precise analysis used is discussed for the case of
the planar moving belt (the analysis applies with minor modiﬁcations to a belt of
ﬁnite or inﬁnite length). In §3 the natural extension of this method to the more
complicated problem of a rotating disk is covered. For both the moving belt and
rotating disk problems we begin with the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)
equations taken with the Cebeci–Smith eddy viscosity model. Next a structure for
the turbulent boundary layer is proposed which leads to the boundary layer being
split into two coupled regions. A structure similar to that used by Mellor (1972),
Bush & Fendell (1972) and Neish & Smith (1988) for the ﬂow past a ﬁxed ﬂat
plate in an outer stream is found to lead to a contradiction. The resolution of this
problem requires an enhanced boundary layer where the thickness must be taken to
be signiﬁcantly larger than for ﬂows driven by an outer stream. This phenomenon
has been noted independently in a diﬀerent context by Scheichl (2001) (see also
Scheichl & Kluwick 2007a,b). Analytical and numerical solutions are then found for
the velocity components in both layers, and these results are used to determine the
displacement thickness. Lastly an analytical description of the skin friction is derived.
Finally, note that beyond the necessity of an increased boundary layer thickness,
the model used here may seem essentially the same as that used previously, consisting
of two coupled layers, an outer defect layer and a thinner wall layer (herein called
the inertial-turbulent layer and the laminar sublayer respectively). Crucially though,
the present increased thickness leads to a further diﬀerence between the turbulent
boundary layers considered here and those examined previously, speciﬁcally that
the outer, inertial-turbulent layer is found to be nonlinear, rendering an analytical
solution in this region impossible in general.
2. A planar moving belt
To begin we consider a ﬂat plate of length l, the surface of which moves with
constant velocity U through a ﬂuid which is otherwise at rest. Such a system can
be pictured as similar to a moving conveyor belt although it is interesting to noteTurbulent ﬂow on a planar moving belt and a rotating disk 257
that the experimental work of Tsou, Sparrow & Goldstein (1967) used a rotating
cylindrical drum (which was suﬃciently large for the eﬀects of curvature to be
negligible) to create a planar moving surface. Here the ﬂow is taken to be two-
dimensional and Cartesian coordinates xD and yD are used, where xD measures
distance along the surface of the plate and yD measures height above the plate.
The corresponding velocity components are uD and vD respectively with boundary
conditions uD(xD,0) = U and uD(xD,y D→∞) = 0. The governing equations for this
ﬂow are the time-averaged Navier–Stokes equations. These can be simpliﬁed in the
present ﬂow conﬁguration through the use of the boundary layer approximation, as
described below, with the Reynolds stress modelled by a suitable eddy viscosity model.
In particular an algebraic model has been chosen (rather than a one- or two-equation
model) because of the relative simplicity and clarity of such an approach which, in
view of the need for a numerical solution and analytical comparison, are considered
important. Our particular choice of algebraic model – Cebeci–Smith (see Speziale &
So 1998 and Wilcox 1998) – has been used successfully in a variety of related ﬂows
and so is selected as a suitable model for use here. Although the Cebeci–Smith eddy
viscosity does have limitations, not least that it assumes isotropic turbulence, since
the main focus of the present work is to develop an analytical approach to the planar
moving belt ﬂow such simpliﬁcations are considered acceptable. Hence we have
uD
∂uD
∂xD
+ vD
∂uD
∂yD
= ν
∂2uD
∂y2
D
+
∂
∂yD
⎧
⎪ ⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎩
k2Uδ
∗
D
∂uD
∂yD
for yD  yDk
−k2
1yD
2
 
1 − exp
 
−
yDuτD
26ν
  2 
∂uD
∂yD
 2
for yD  yDk,
(2.1)
where δ∗
D =
  ∞
0 (uD/U)dyD is the displacement thickness of the boundary layer,
uτD =
 
|(τWD/ρ)| is the friction velocity and τWD = µ(∂uD/∂yD)yD=0 is the shear
stress on the belt. The constants k1 and k2 are 0.4a n d0 .0168 respectively. The height
of the boundary layer is taken to be O(k2
1) and hence we require k2
1   1i no r d e r
to deﬁne the boundary layer itself, which is therefore of massive thickness. It is also
assumed that k2 = O(k2
1), which is a reasonable estimate.
Equation (2.1) is simpliﬁed through the use of the quasi-similarity solution uD =
Uf  (z)w h e r ez = yD/(k2
1xD) (in this context the term quasi-similarity solution is used
because the variable z is still dependent on xD). This leads to
−ff
   =
1
R
f
    +
d
dz
 
k3f∞f    for z  zk
−z2 
1 − exp
 
− 1
26zuτ
  2f   2 for z  zk
(2.2)
where R = k4
1UxD/ν = k4
1Re, uτD = k2
1Uuτ and k3 = k2/k2
1 =0 .105. The boundary
conditions are now f(0) = 0,f (0) = 1 and f  (∞)=0 .
Flow structure
In the case of turbulent ﬂow past a stationary ﬂat plate the decreasing inﬂuence of
viscosity as distance from the plate increases leads to the well-established (see Mellor
1972, Bush & Fendell 1972 and others) model which regards the boundary layer as
being composed of two layers with distinct characteristics. Although this structure
is typically applied to ﬂows driven by a free stream rather than the surface-driven
ﬂows examined here, it is argued that the physics of both layers is essentially the
same and hence the same model can be applied. Speciﬁcally, the argument applied258 J. M. McDarby and F. T. Smith
in free-stream-driven ﬂows that as distance from the surface decreases ﬂuid velocities
tend to zero and so viscous eﬀects dominate over the inertial terms, can be replaced
by the argument that as distance from the plate decreases the ﬂuid ﬂow becomes
increasingly invariant to tangential position. This has the same eﬀect as a decreasing
velocity, namely that the inertial terms become small close to the surface allowing
viscosity to dominate (although it should be noted that this argument does not apply
fully to the rotating disk ﬂow and hence the retention of an inertial eﬀect in the
laminar sublayer in that case). Moreover the belt eﬀect is very similar to that of a
stream acting at the lower edge of the outer layer rather than at its upper edge.
Furthermore, whilst the two-layer structure is herein applied to the boundary layer
equations this is simply a consequence of scaling and we are investigating the full
RANS equations, for which this model was originally devised.
The two-layer approach has been used successfully in many problems (for instance
Neish & Smith 1988 and Afzal 1996) yet when a classical formulation is applied to
the present ﬂow (and indeed to the rotating disk ﬂow also) a contradiction arises. The
resolution to this is to increase the size of the outer layer so that, relative to typical
boundary layers, it is of massive thickness. A similar result was found independently
by Scheichl (2001) concerning turbulent jets. Hence we view the boundary layer as
being composed of one relatively thick outer region in which viscosity is negligible,
known here as the inertial-turbulent layer, and a second thin layer attached to the
plate, known as the laminar sublayer.
We begin by considering the inertial-turbulent layer where, noting the enhanced
thickness of this outer layer, the following scalings apply; f   =  f  
1+···and z = O(1),
where   = (lnR)−1. Hence for the ﬂow in the inertial-turbulent layer we arrive at the
controlling equation
−f1f
  
1 =
d
dz
 
k3f1∞f   
1 for z  zk
−z2f   2
1 for z  zk,
(2.3)
with f1(0) = 0 and f  
1(∞) = 0. It should be noted that the enhanced boundary layer
thickness here leads to an O( ) velocity in this outer layer, to leading order, rather
than the O(1) outer layer velocity seen in Afzal (it is also noted that we retain both
forms of the eddy viscosity in our outer layer whereas Afzal only uses the upper
form).
In the laminar sublayer we take z = O( −1R−1) (see Neish & Smith 1988) and so
f   =1+ f  
2 +···and z =  −1R−1z2 +···where f  
2 and z2 are O(1). Hence to leading
order (2.2) becomes
f
   
2 −
d
dz2
 
z
2
2
 
1 − exp
 
−
z2uτ
26 
  2
f
  2
2
 
=0 . (2.4)
Integrating (2.4) then leads to the shear result
f
  
2 − z
2
2
 
1 − exp
 
−
z2uτ
26 
  2
f
  2
2 = −C
2
1, (2.5)
where C1 is a constant, suggesting that f  
2 ∼ C1 lnz2 as z2 →∞ ; in particular
logarithmic matching of the solutions in each layer leads to f   =1+ f  
2 ∼ 1−  lnz2
as z2→∞ (and thus C1 = −1), and as z→0 f   =  f  
1(z) ∼−   lnz. It is now possible to
consider each region separately and so the solution is constructed in two parts: ﬁrst
a mainly analytical solution for the laminar sublayer and then a numerical solution
for the inertial-turbulent layer.Turbulent ﬂow on a planar moving belt and a rotating disk 259
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Figure 1. (a) Analytical solution for f  
2(z2) in the laminar sublayer. (b)P l o to f−lnz2.
Flow solution in the laminar sublayer
Without loss of generality, (2.5) can be rearranged and solved in the form
α
2
2(z2) − F(z2)α2(z2) − F(z2)=0 . (2.6)
Here α2(z2)=f   
2 (z2), F(z2)=z−2
2 [1 − exp(−z2uτ/(26 ))]−2 and uτ =  /k1,t h e
veriﬁcation of which follows later (we note that  , and hence uτ, decays with xD
as R = k4
1UxD/ν and   = (lnR)−1). Hence α2 = 1
2(F −
 
(F 2 +4 F)). Integrating
α2(z2) numerically, with f  
2(0) = 0, leads to the solution illustrated in ﬁgure 1, along
with a plot of −lnz2 for comparison. The solution suggests the asymptotic form
f
 
2 ∼−lnz2 − 3.0 (2.7)
as z2 →∞ , where the constant term (3.0 to two signiﬁcant ﬁgures) in the asymptote
comes from examining the numerical solution for f  
2 at large values of z2.T h i s
compares well with the work of Afzal (1996) whose results can be rearranged (see
McDarby 2004) to give the following asymptotic behaviour:
f
 
2 ∼−lnz2 − 2.9. (2.8)
Flow solution in the inertial-turbulent layer
The nonlinear inertial-turbulent layer requires a numerical treatment of (2.3). A
solution is obtained using a shooting method, based on a Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg
algorithm. The substitutions z = zkt, f1 = f1∞a(t), f  
1(z)=f1∞b(t)a n df   
1 (z)=f1∞c(t)
are introduced into (2.3), which then becomes the following three ﬁrst-order equations:
da
dt
= b, (2.9)
db
dt
= c, (2.10)
dc
dt
= −Kac, (2.11)
with the relevant boundary conditions a(∞)=1 ,b(∞)=0a n dc(∞)=c∞, for the
range t  1, with K = zk/k3 and c∞ to be determined numerically. In practice the
boundary conditions at inﬁnity are replaced by the same boundary conditions at a
ﬁnite height, denoted t∞. Numerical results are then calculated at increasing values
of t∞ until further increases produce only a negligible change in the results obtained
(the value t∞ = 30 is used in all subsequent calculations).260 J. M. McDarby and F. T. Smith
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Figure 2. Velocity proﬁle for the ﬂow in the inertial-turbulent layer, f  
1(z), where z is the
quasi-similarity variable.
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Figure 3. Normal velocity proﬁle for the ﬂow in the inertial-turbulent layer, v1 = zf  
1 − f1,
where z is the quasi-similarity variable.
We also have
da
dt
= b, (2.12)
db
dt
= c, (2.13)
dc
dt
=
(Ja− tc)
t2 , (2.14)
with the boundary condition a(0) = 0, for the range 0  t  1, with J = 1
2zk.W e
require continuity of a,b and c at t =1 ,a sw e l la sc(1) = −k3 which represents
continuity of the eddy viscosity at z = zk.
The subsequent solutions generated for f  
1(z)a n dv1, the non-dimensional normal
velocity component, are shown in ﬁgures 2 and 3 and yield the values f1∞ =0 .469
and zk =0 .056. More importantly these results can now be used to determine velocity
proﬁles and values for the displacement thickness and skin friction on the belt and
these predictions will now be presented alongside existing experimental, analyticalTurbulent ﬂow on a planar moving belt and a rotating disk 261
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Figure 4. Predicted velocity proﬁle for the law of the wall compared with the experimental
results of Tsou, Sparrow & Goldstein (1967). The curve represents the present predictions
whilst the error bars are an approximate representation of the results of Tsou, Sparrow &
Goldstein (1967) at various points. The horizonal axis measures the scaled height yDuτD/ν
and the vertical axis measures (U − uD)/uτD.
and numerical results. Before proceeding to illustrate and discuss the results of this
paper it is worth calling attention to the comparisons drawn to earlier work. Where
possible existing analytical results are shown alongside the present ﬁndings whilst
in the case of experimental data, and in the absence of such original information,
estimates of other authors’ ﬁndings are included along with reference to the source
text. In such cases these estimates are presented as a range rather than a precise value.
Velocity proﬁle
Our results are now compared to those of Tsou, Sparrow & Goldstein (1967)
concerning the law of the wall for the behaviour of the velocity near the moving belt,
as shown in ﬁgure 4. Although some discrepancies are apparent, the present results
are broadly in agreement with those of Tsou et al.
Displacement thickness
Next the displacement thickness δ∗
D can be determined from our numerical results:
δ
∗
D =
  ∞
0
uD
U
dyD = k
2
1 f1∞xD. (2.15)
To leading order the values for displacement thickness are shown in ﬁgure 5 along
with the results of Sakiadis. It is clear that whilst our predictions for the displacement
thickness are of a similar magnitude, the present results suggest a diﬀerent growth
to that of Sakiadis. This may be a consequence of our use of a quasi-similarity
solution and Sakiadis’ assumption of a 1
7-power velocity proﬁle. Sakiadis’ results
for the displacement thickness on a ﬂat plate in a moving stream are included
as an illustration of the enhanced boundary layer thickness found on a planar
moving belt.262 J. M. McDarby and F. T. Smith
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Figure 5. Comparison of our predictions (a) for the displacement thickness with those of
Sakiadis (1961b) for a continuous ﬂat plate with a moving surface (b) and a ﬁnite plate in a
moving stream (c).
Skin friction
Finally we turn our attention to the skin friction on the belt. In particular, (2.5)
permits an analytic solution. As z2 → 0, (2.5) yields
f
  
2 →− 1. (2.16)
Hence
∂uD
∂yD
→−
U 2R
k2
1xD
. (2.17)
The skin friction is deﬁned as
cf =
2τWD
ρU2 =
2µ(|∂uD/∂yD|)yD=0
ρU2 . (2.18)
Hence the following form for the skin friction cf is obtained:
cf =2 k
2
1 
2, (2.19)
as illustrated in ﬁgure 6. These results exhibit very close agreement with Afzal (1996)
(we note that the skin friction decays with xD as R = k4
1UxD/ν and   = (lnR)−1). It
also follows that since uτ = uτD/(k2
1U)a n dτWD = ρuτ
2
D, then from (2.18) and (2.19)
we have uτ =  /k1 as stated previously.
Summary
The application of the relatively large outer layer matched with a conventional
laminar sublayer has led to analytical and numerical results which display promising
agreement with existing work. In particular, the simpliﬁcation that this leads to
in the laminar sublayer enables us to derive a (mostly) analytic solution for the
platewise velocity and an analytic prediction for the skin friction, both of which closely
match similar work by Afzal. The solution of the ﬂow in the inertial-turbulent layer
remains a more complicated nonlinear problem although our method has produced
results which are satisfactory. Where disagreements arise, in particular with the mixed
analytical/numerical approach taken by Sakiadis, these may be explained by the
use of simplifying assumptions; in the case of the present work this is the use of a
quasi-similarity solution; in the case of Sakiadis, a 1
7-power law for the velocity proﬁle.Turbulent ﬂow on a planar moving belt and a rotating disk 263
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Figure 6. Current predictions for the skin friction on a moving belt.
The promising agreement between the present ﬁndings and those of other authors
also serves as validation of the use of the Cebeci–Smith model for this ﬂow. Note
also that our predictions for the velocity in the laminar sublayer and for the skin
friction on the plate depend on the asymptotic behaviour of the eddy viscosity rather
than on its exact form and so these results, and the general analysis applied here, are
expected to carry over to other models of the eddy viscosity.
3. Rotating disk
As stated earlier, the fully turbulent ﬂow due to a rotating disk is the principle
concern of the present work and so the approach used in §2 is now extended to
the ﬂow over a disk rotating in an otherwise stationary and unbounded ﬂuid. This
problem has been the subject of a wide variety of previous investigations including
experimental studies (Erian & Tong 1971 and Littell & Eaton 1994) and numerical
solutions involving the use of an eddy viscosity model (Cooper 1971 and Cebeci
& Abbott 1975), an energy-dissipation model (Launder & Sharma 1974) and large-
eddy simulation (Wu & Squires 2000). The present investigation will adopt a similar
starting point to that of Cooper in that we also use the RANS equations simpliﬁed
by the boundary layer approximation and the Cebeci–Smith eddy viscosity model;
however our approach will diﬀer from that of Cooper as we seek a more analytical
solution and unlike Cooper we will ignore intermittency. The ﬁndings of other authors
are also important to our work and where appropriate will be compared with the
current predictions.
For convenience cylindrical polar coordinates rD, θ and zD are used where uD,vD
and wD are the velocity components in the radial, azimuthal and normal directions
respectively. Assuming that the ﬂow is steady and axisymmetric we arrive at the
following governing equations:
uD
∂uD
∂rD
−
v2
D
rD
+ wD
∂uD
∂zD
= ν
∂2uD
∂zD
2 +
∂
∂zD
 
νtD
∂uD
∂zD
 
, (3.1)
uD
∂vD
∂rD
+
uDvD
rD
+ wD
∂vD
∂zD
= ν
∂2vD
∂zD
2 +
∂
∂zD
 
νtD
∂vD
∂zD
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and continuity equation
1
rD
∂(uDrD)
∂rD
+
∂wD
∂zD
=0 . (3.3)
Now the eddy viscosity is deﬁned as
νtD =
⎧
⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎩
k2ωrDδ
∗
D,z D  zDk
k
2
1z
2
D
 
1 − exp
 
−
zD
26ν
 
   
 
τWDθ
ρ
 
   
 
1/2  2 
   
 
∂uD
∂zD
+
∂vD
∂zD
 
   
 ,z D  zDk,
(3.4)
where ω is the angular velocity of the disk and the constants k1 and k2 are again 0.4
and 0.0168 respectively. The displacement thickness δ∗
D is
δ
∗
D =
 
0
∞ vD
ωrD
dzD, (3.5)
and the shear stress on the disk, τWDθ, is given by
τWDθ = µ
 
∂vD
∂zD
 
zD=0
. (3.6)
The boundary conditions are uD(rD,θ,0) = 0,v D(rD,θ,0) = ωrD and uD(rD,θ,z D →
∞)=vD(rD,θ,z D→∞)=0 .L i k et h eﬂ o wp a s tam o v i n gb e l t ,t h eh e i g h to ft h e
boundary layer is taken to be O(k2
1) where k2
1   1 and a quasi-similarity solution for
the whole of the turbulent boundary layer is sought by introducing the substitutions
uD = ωrDf    
zD/k2
1rD
 
, (3.7)
vD = ωrDg   
zD/k2
1rD
 
, (3.8)
with a prime denoting diﬀerentiation with respect to η = zD/k2
1rD. These lead to
the following form for the normal velocity: wD = −ωk2
1rD(3f − ηf  ). The conditions
f(0) = g(0) = 0 can be set without loss of generality.
The system is therefore reduced to the following pair of coupled nonlinear ordinary
diﬀerential equations,
f
 2 − 3ff
   − g
 2
=
1
R
f
    +
d
dη
 
k3g∞f   ,η  ηk
η2 
1 − exp
 
− 1
26ηRuτ
  2(f   2 + g  2)1/2f   ,η  ηk,
(3.9)
and
2f
 g
  − 3fg
  
=
1
R
g
    +
d
dη
 
k3g∞g  ,η  ηk
η2 
1 − exp
 
− 1
26ηRuτ
  2(f   2 + g  2)1/2g  ,η  ηk.
(3.10)
Here uτD = k2
1ωrDuτ and R = k4
1ωr2
D/ν = k4
1Rr,w h e r eR and Rr are the normalized
rotational and the rotational Reynolds numbers respectively.
Flow structure
Again the turbulent boundary layer is regarded as being composed of two distinct
layers with heights O(1) and O( −1R−1) respectively. In the inertial-turbulent layer
f   =  f  
1 + ···, g  =  g 
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reduce to
f
 2
1 − 3f1f
  
1 − g
 2
1 =
d
dη
 
k3g1∞f   
1 ,η  ηk
η2 
f   2
1 + g  2
1
 1/2f   
1 ,η  ηk,
(3.11)
and
2f
 
1g
 
1 − 3f1g
  
1 =
d
dη
 
k3g1∞g  
1,η  ηk
η2 
f   2
1 + g  2
1
 1/2g  
1,η  ηk.
(3.12)
The viscous term is neglected here and since η = O(1) the exponential term in the
lower form of the eddy viscosity is suﬃciently small to be ignored.
In the laminar sublayer, g  =1+ g 
2+···to match with the inertial-turbulent layer
and to satisfy the boundary condition on the surface, while the scaling η =  −1R−1η2 is
required to ensure a balance between the viscous and turbulent terms. Also we expect
f   =  −2R−1f  
2 + ··· in order to retain an inertial eﬀect in the radial momentum
balance. This is necessary to avoid a zero radial ﬂow as η2 →∞which cannot
match with the radial velocity in the inertial-turbulent layer. Since |g  | | f   |,a n d
assuming monotonic decay in the azimuthal velocity, so that g   < 0, it follows that  
(f   2 + g  2)=−g   to leading order. Consequently the above substitutions lead to
the governing system
−1=f
   
2 −
d
dη2
 
η
2
2
 
1 − exp
 
−
η2
26 
uτ
  2
g
  
2f
  
2
 
, (3.13)
0=g
   
2 −
d
dη2
 
η
2
2
 
1 − exp
 
−
η2
26 
uτ
  2
g
  2
2
 
. (3.14)
The motion here is predominantly two-dimensional with an additional crossﬂow.
Equation (3.14) implies logarithmic behaviour as η2 →∞and again it is necessary
to match the solution for the inertial-turbulent layer with the asymptotic logarithmic
behaviour in the laminar sublayer. Hence, as η → 0, f   =  f  
1(η) ∼−  η(lnη)2 and
g  =  g 
1(η) ∼−   lnη whilst as η2 →∞ , f   =  −2R−1f  
2(η2) ∼−  −2R−1η2 and
g  =1+ g 
2(η2) ∼ 1 −   lnη2.
Flow solution in the laminar sublayer
The approach used to derive an analytical solution to the ﬂow in the laminar sublayer
on a moving belt is repeated here for the azimuthal velocity component and leads to
g
 
2 ∼−lnη2 − 3.0. (3.15)
Flow solution in the inertial-turbulent layer
The substitutions η = ηkt,f1 = g1∞s1,f 
1 = g1∞s2,f  
1 = g1∞s3,g 1 = g1∞s4,g 
1 = g1∞s5
and g  
1 = g1∞s6 are introduced into (3.11) and (3.12) leading to two sets of ﬁrst-order
equations. As with the ﬂow on a ﬂat plate the boundary conditions at inﬁnity are
replaced with the same conditions applied at a ﬁnite height, t∞. The same iterative
numerical approach that was used in the moving belt ﬂow is extended to the current
more complicated problem, generating the solutions illustrated in ﬁgures 7, 8 and 9.
This approach leads to g1∞ =0 .217 and ηk =0 .027.
It should be noted that for the calculations presented here t∞ = 20. Increasing the
value of t∞ leads to only a negligible change in the numerical results obtained, except
for a small but noticeable diﬀerence in the radial velocity component at large values
of t. In particular the radial velocity component is seen to decay more slowly as t∞
is increased. Results could be calculated at a much larger value of t∞ to produce266 J. M. McDarby and F. T. Smith
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Figure 7. Radial velocity proﬁle for f  
1(η), where η is the quasi-similarity variable.
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Figure 10. Radial velocity proﬁle on a rotating disk compared with the work of Erian &
Tong (1971). The current predictions are shown as a curve whilst the results of Erian & Tong
at various points are included as error bars, indicating the range in which their results lie as
accurately as is possible.
more accurate predictions for the radial velocity far from the disk; however, given
the signiﬁcant increase in computation that is then required to produce a relatively
small improvement in the overall accuracy of the results, t∞ = 20 is deemed to be the
most appropriate value to use.
Velocity proﬁles
Our predictions for the velocity proﬁle are compared with those of Erian & Tong
(1971) by plotting uD/(ωrD) against zD
√
(ω/ν) as shown in ﬁgure 10 and display good
agreement although there are clearly some slight diﬀerences. Similarly, although this
is not illustrated here, our work shows reasonable agreement with the experimental
data of Littell & Eaton (1994) and the LES of Wu & Squires (2000). In particular
our predictions for the radial velocity component compare well with the ﬁndings of
Littell & Eaton and Wu & Squires in the region of maximum radial velocity (Littell &
Eaton predict a scaled radial velocity, −W/U∞, of approximately 0.105 for Y/δ2 =1
compared to the value 0.11 predicted by our results); however the present predictions
are seen to decay more rapidly with distance from the disk than has been noticed
in these earlier works (for example Littell & Eaton predict a scaled radial velocity
of approximately 0.043 for Y/δ2 =5 .8 compared to the value of approximately 0.03
predicted by our results). As mentioned earlier, the more rapid decay of the radial
velocity seen in the current predictions is almost certainly a consequence of applying
the boundary conditions at inﬁnity at a ﬁnite value, t∞, instead. The current numerical
results are obtained by taking t∞ = 20 and it is anticipated that increasing t∞ would
lead to slightly larger values of the radial velocity component as the distance from
the disk increases.
Displacement thickness
Using the current numerical results it is possible to determine the displacement
thickness δ∗
D,w h i c hi sf o u n dt ob e
δ
∗
D =  g1∞k
2
1rD =0 .0347 rD (3.16)268 J. M. McDarby and F. T. Smith
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Figure 11. Comparison of the values predicted for the displacement thickness on a rotating
disk between the present work (a) and that of Cooper (1971) (b).
as shown in ﬁgure 11. Our calculations for the displacement thickness can then be
compared with Cooper (1971) for diﬀerent values of the rotational Reynolds number
Rr. In particular Cooper makes the prediction that δ∗
D =0 .0700(ν/ω)1/5r
3/5
D .T h i s
discrepancy may well arise from the inclusion of the intermittency factor in the work
of Cooper although the use of a quasi-similarity solution here is more likely to be the
crucial factor.
Skin friction
Finally, an analytical prediction for the skin friction on the disk is derived. The
circumferential skin friction coeﬃcient is deﬁned as
cf θ =
2τWDθ
ρ(ωrD)2 where τWDθ = µ
    
   
∂vD
∂zD
   
   
 
zD=0
;
hence, following the same procedure as for the belt, the result
cf θ =2 k
2
1 
2 (3.17)
is obtained, which is the same as that for the skin friction coeﬃcient on the moving
belt and shows reasonable agreement with the ﬁndings of Cebeci & Abbott (1975)
although our results are consistently lower.
Summary
The success of the present approach has been rather more varied when applied
to a rotating disk as opposed to a moving belt. Our analytical prediction for the
skin friction is again in good agreement with that of earlier work. Likewise our
results compare reasonably well with the numerical work of Erian & Tong and
the experimental ﬁndings of Littell & Eaton. Here it is worth repeating that a
possible cause of these relatively minor inconsistencies may be the omission of
intermittency from the present investigation (which was incorporated into Cooper
1971 and Cebeci & Abbott 1975). A more serious issue is the signiﬁcant disparity
between the predictions for the displacement thickness in the present work and
Cooper (1971). This suggests that the use of a quasi-similarity solution here, whilst
useful in reducing the problem to a simpler system, is generally inappropriate and
that a fully two-dimensional treatment is required. Crucially, none of the analyses,
in particular the behaviour of the ﬂow in the laminar sublayer and the need forTurbulent ﬂow on a planar moving belt and a rotating disk 269
enhanced boundary layer thickness, is dependent on the use of such a quasi-similarity
solution.
4. Further comments
The prime ﬁnding in the present theoretical work is that the induced ﬂow thickness
scales like k2
1, the square of the von K´ arm´ an constant. The thickness is thus
comparatively massive, being independent of the Reynolds number and implying a
typical slope of about 0.16 for the induced streamlines. This signiﬁcant and surprising
ﬁnding is for the fully turbulent belt and disk ﬂows in particular although it almost
certainly applies to other motions occurring in the absence of an outer stream. Despite
the action of wall drag and shear in the belt or disk ﬂows examined here similar
scales are found in free jets, although the present ﬂow structure as well as the scales
are quite distinct from those of turbulent motions with an external stream.
The work applies to general eddy viscosity models both for the planar moving belt
and the axisymmetric rotating disk which are the fundamental conﬁgurations studied
here. The rather more analytical approach used here appears to have generated
encouraging predictions for the velocity proﬁles and skin friction, partly as they are
in broad agreement with previous or empirical work on the rotating disk ﬂow. The
results for the displacement thickness are less so as they suggest that this measure
of the ﬂow thickness grows more rapidly than is seen in the von K´ arm´ an or Cooper
scenarios, a diﬀerence which may well arise due to the quasi-similarity solution
employed here. The relatively massive thickness of the ﬂow overall, however, seems
to be undeniable whether for the disk or the belt.
Given the ﬂexibility and reasonable overall validity of the model and the
assumptions made it would be interesting to apply the theory to rotor-blade and
similar three-dimensional non-axisymmetric ﬂow conﬁgurations.
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